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To:  SAF Council for March 2014 Council Meeting 
From:   Dave Walters, 2014 President for Communications Committee & Jim Culbert 
Date:  March 13, 2014 
Subject: Communications Survey results 
 
The Communications Committee contracted with The Conservation Planning institute in 2013 to 
survey SAF about the current state of SAF internal communications and possible areas for 
improvement. 
 
Their recommendations: 

1. Engage leadership to help address communication challenges 
2. Communicate directly with younger members to encourage growth of SAF 
3. Strive to fill members’ desire for important content in communications 
4. Increase transparency in the affairs of SAF. 
5. Continue to improve SAF website 
6. Provide more opportunities for person to person communications with leaders, staff, and other 

members 
7. Put in place new methods to engage members in charting and implementing strategic directions 
8. Develop more effective communications in support of connecting science to practice. 
9. Find new methods to engage with members about the latest trends and issues in forestry. 
10. Expand methods for member to member communications 
11. Improve support systems for volunteer leaders to make it easier to serve SAF 

 
Proposed Motion:  Move that Council accepts this report and thanks the committee for their good 
work. 
 
Attachments:   

SAF internal Communications Final Report 
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Internal Communications in the Society of 
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Compiled from results of a survey conducted for the Society by 

Judy Soule and Ken Vance-Borland, Conservation Planning Institute 

January 20, 2014 

Summary 
The purpose of this survey is to inform the Society of American Foresters (SAF) about the current state 
of SAF internal communications and possible areas for improvement. The survey consisted of twenty-six 
questions that covered topics related to the content of communications, challenges with internal 
communications, communications to support SAF goals, communication methods and background of 
respondents.  Nearly ten percent of the SAF membership responded to the survey.   

The following recommendations emerged from our analysis of the survey and provide a high-level 
summary of the survey results.  For context, the recommendations also appear in the Results section in 
association with related questions. 

Recommendation 1: Engage leadership to help address communication challenges. SAF has a high level 
of active involvement in leadership. Thirty-one percent of the survey’s respondents have been active in 
leadership roles in the past two years. This active group can be an important resource.  (Question 2, 11, 
12)   

• Interview leadership in the societies to harvest lessons from the societies with members 
satisfied with their leadership that could be applied to those with less satisfied members.   

• Determine leaders’ willingness to help other societies improve their communications and 
interest in learning from others, then convene opportunities for peer learning, such as offering a 
place to share success stories, a webinar (series) for society leaders featuring expertise from 
within SAF to highlight the benefits of participation.   

• Foster recruitment of new leaders by making information about opportunities more readily 
available. Connect leadership service to career development by offering leadership training 
sessions at conferences at all levels.  

Recommendation 2: Communicate directly with younger members to encourage growth of SAF.  The 
age distribution in the survey indicates an aging membership and youngest members who were less 
likely to participate in the survey.  Seek effective ways to communicate with younger members, using 
insights from the relationship between age and communication preferences and content interests 
revealed in this survey. (Questions 3, 4, 8 23) 

• Tap societies with younger age structure to help address how to recruit more young members  
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• Put emphasis on career development, science and research and target online forums that 
younger age groups use to communicate.  

• Ask your youngest members for “user stories” about what would make it appealing to them to 
communication within SAF. 

Recommendation 3: Strive to fill members’ desire for important content in communications. While the 
survey revealed general topics of interest to members (e.g., the topics that emerged as of greatest 
importance for member to member communications - resource management, professional 
development, collaboration and networking, and research and science), it will take more work to clarify 
what specific topics really grab different sets of members. We recommend that SAF approaches this as a 
set of small “experiments” to gauge potential without large investments up-front, for example: 
(Questions 5-10). 

• Improve balance between subjects of correspondence with members to better reflect the 
members’ perception of importance. Find ways to reduce the volume of communications about 
meetings and conference relative to content on important topics like resource management, 
science, careers, policy. For example, use existing well-read on-line news-brief vehicles to 
convey important updates and drive readers to the website.  

• Reach out to private landowners and private industrial companies to engage them in identifying 
and perhaps producing content on resource news and policy of importance to them. Similarly 
engage state and private industry sectors to enhance professional development 
communications. Focus on electronic media for sharing content.  

• Reach out to youngest members to identify and develop new ways for them to access and 
interact with scientific content.  Solicit their ideas and help with developing methods and 
mechanisms to increase participation and membership in SAF among younger ages.  

• Encourage user-generated communications on topics of interest through the use of tools such 
as Google groups (email groups) to provide places where members could ask about and discuss 
methods, issues, or learn from one another.  

• Compare the content of sub-national communications, especially from a subset of societies that 
exhibited low and high rates of survey response and younger and older age distributions to 
glean what is connecting (and not connecting) with members.  

Recommendation 4: Increase transparency in the affairs of SAF. Develop more visible and effective 
ways to distribute information (e.g., Council actions, committee actions). (Question 9-12, 14, 15) 

• Develop a mechanism that makes it easy to post and retrieve information about the actions of 
leadership groups.  The survey shows that members use e-newsletters. It also shows that 
brevity is important. We suggest that a good vehicle for bringing actions to the attention of 
members is a synopsis format with links to longer stories (similar to E-Forester).     

• Talk to members to find out what it would take to get them to look at this information and what 
they actually want to know.   

• Get leaders involved from the start – what works for them is essential to making it work. 
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Recommendation 5:  [Q13] - Continue to improve SAF website. The SAF website looks appealing to us, 
but the survey results suggest it is not being referenced or used as much as would be desirable. We 
recommend several approaches for SAF.  (Questions 7, 8, 10, 12, 15)  

• Look at how well the website connects people to resources and to other people  
• Check to be sure that people can find the information that is important to them – issues and 

trends, management and practice, career advancement   
• Is it easy to locate strategic documents and information about leaders and leadership 

opportunities?  
• Take this opportunity to tap some of your youngest, newest members to get involved in helping 

to identify improvements, and in the process to get more engaged in SAF.  
• Provide opportunities for members to comment on these subjects, or submit feedback through 

the website.  
• Work with leaders and experts to make it easy to find information and easy to read and view it.  
• Email newsletters (or social media posts) that provide very brief lead-ins with links to longer 

features on the website are one way to drive readers to the website.   

Recommendation 6:  Provide more opportunities for person to person communications with leaders, 
staff, and other members. The SAF national convention provides some opportunities for national 
leadership to interact with members, but national meetings aren’t accessible to the whole membership.  
To provide more opportunities for interaction between members and leadership at all levels, we 
recommend several actions. (Question 16) 

• Use State society meetings and online forums – bring leaders to chapter and society meetings 
virtually with simple video-conferencing technology.  

• Develop special online interactive meetings or events.  Web tools (for example,  “AnyMeeting”) 
that allow people to see one another live on-screen are a powerful way to connect  because 
they convey facial expressions and body language through live video.  

• Facilitate a group to try out best practices for using communications to connect people and 
resources. Include NGO/Trade association members, who placed a high priority on this topic. For 
example, investigate and try out platforms for on-line meetings with video options; use social 
media to facilitate dialogue.  

Recommendation 7: Put in place new methods to engage members in charting and implementing 
strategic directions. Few respondents were aware of the strategic plan or the brand promise. Members 
want opportunities for input or feedback. Some of the approaches suggested in other recommendations 
would work here also.  (Questions 17 & 20) 

• Hold webinars at the beginning, middle and end of planning and implementation process, with 
leaders and members, using a platform that encourages question/answer dialogue. 

• Encourage leaders at all levels to include information on strategic direction in their 
communications with members.  

• Solicit accept, and provide information on how feedback from members was used. 
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Recommendation 8: Develop more effective communications in support of connecting science to 
practice. (Question 18) 

• Look to state societies and sectors that were more or less satisfied with efforts to connect 
science to practices to help identify shortfalls and solutions.  

• Consider providing forum options, such as a blog site or LinkedIn group, for members to discuss 
their experience and interpretation of science in practice. 

Recommendation 9:  Find new methods to engage with members about the latest trends and issues in 
forestry. (Question 19) 

• Combine interest of members in more in-person contact with leaders with interest in connecting 
to latest trends and issues – provide on-line forums or webinars on new policy issues and trends 
featuring leaders from various parts of the organization.  

• Include sectors with strong interests in issues and trends organize and recruit participation in 
forums.  

Recommendation 10:  Expand methods for member to member communications. In this information 
age, members have many sources of information at their fingertips. To keep SAF at the top of their list, 
attract and maintain members, we recommend making SAF more participatory. (Question 7, 22-24)  

• Explore options for remote participation in some aspects of national meetings to expand 
member involvement and value, e.g. broadcast or record key addresses.    

• Experiment with online meetings, video conferences, webinars, and forums. The time seems to 
be right for this since members’ perception of the potential value of online meetings greatly 
exceeds their usage at present.  Focus on the topics that emerged as of greatest importance for 
member to member communications - Resource management, professional development, 
collaboration and networking, and research and science. 

• Exploring greater usage of social media.  We suggest some small experiments that engage 
groups of members to develop, for example, a forum on a topic of interest to them. The 
members in general were not asked about LinkedIn, yet the leaders place more value on it than 
Facebook. Both of these should be considered for social media exploration.   

Recommendation 11:  Improve support systems for volunteer leaders to make it easier to serve SAF 
(Question 25) 

• Engage leaders (past or present) to find and try out solutions that support collaborative 
leadership. These could include a secure site for sensitive documents, a Dropbox type of site for 
depositing documents for others to view or collect for archiving, use of a Google Drive type of 
site for collaborative documents.    

• We recommend using a networking approach to solving these problems, rather than top-down 
engineering.  By engaging leaders to help define issues, propose, implement, and test several 
potential solutions, SAF can avoid an up-front investment in expensive software solutions that 
are never widely adopted.  
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Introduction 
The Communications Committee Problem Statement of 11 April 2012, directed the committee to 
“develop a plan to significantly improve SAF internal communications.” The Communications Committee 
of the Society of American Foresters (SAF) undertook a survey of the membership in 2013 to provide 
guidance in setting strategic direction on internal communications for the society and the committee.  
The Problem Statement directed the committee (paraphrasing) to learn how communications were 
working among and within leadership groups, how well strategic messages were disseminated and how 
members were engaging with these, how well communications supported new volunteer leaders, and 
how new technologies fit in. In addition, the committee wished to discern the content of 
communications that is most valued by members, what modes of communication are most effective at 
reaching members, and how well-informed are members.  

Overarching concerns driving the survey included trends toward aging demographics in many traditional 
professional societies, changing communication technologies, and changing and varied conditions for 
forestry across the country.  The committee wished to know if they needed to use specific 
communication strategies to reach different subgroups of their membership or to carry specific 
messages and content. To these ends, the committee engaged the Conservation Planning Institute to 
construct, administer, and analyze a survey.   

Organization of the report 

Introduction  provides background and context. 

Methods  describes the process of creating and administering the survey.   

Results  presents and interprets the data from each question. Where pertinent, we integrate 
results from multiple questions. We have also inserted the recommendations with their related 
results to provide context.  

Discussion and Conclusions  weaves together results from across the survey to answer the 
overarching question—“How can SAF improve internal communications?”   

Appendix A  contains the full text of questions and answer choices.  

Appendix B  is a summary of the short answers provided for the final survey question.  

Appendix C  contains the metadata for the survey data provided with instructions about who has 
the link to the files  
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Methods 
A project steering committee from the SAF Communications Committee1 met regularly with the 
Conservation Planning Institute (CPI) from May-July 2013 while developing the questionnaire.  This 
thoughtful process ensured that the questionnaire would provide practical and strategic input to the 
Committee’s future action plan.  CPI recorded and incorporated comments, provided guidance on 
question structure, organization and length of the questionnaire. The steering group asked SAF 
leadership to review the final draft survey, and those comments were incorporated. CPI set up the 
survey in the commercial site, Survey Monkey, and the Committee tested it before the survey was 
opened for members.  

The first round of invitations for the survey went to 2000 randomly selected members and returned 
about 200 responses. This response rate provided too small a proportion of the total membership for 
planning purposes, and the sample size was too low for statistical validity as well.  The invitation was 
then circulated to the entire membership, of approximately 12,000. The 10 percent response rate held 
and approximately 1200 people visited the survey site and started the survey.  Approximately 1150 
people completed the survey. Numbers are approximate because respondents were allowed to skip 
questions, so the total number of responses varies by question.  We do not consider this an issue for 
analysis because the number of responses was adequate for each question.  

How well did the respondent pool represent SAF membership?  Data from the survey on age of 
respondents and on work sectors correspond fairly well to SAF demographic data. For age, our survey 
underrepresented the youngest members.  For sectors, the survey over-represented Federal employees. 
In Results, under Questions 2 and 4, we describe these results and their implications in detail. 
Throughout the survey data, we looked for differences in the responses among the various subgroups 
(sectors, societies, age groups).  

What is the significance of these deviations of the survey from the membership data?  If we assume that 
the survey represents a sampling of the most responsive, and it is likely, the most involved members of 
the SAF, it may not be especially important if that sampling doesn’t exactly match the membership as a 
whole.  SAF will want to serve these active members, so understanding their perspectives is important.  
However, if SAF also wishes to engage the less involved members, these differences are helpful in 
highlighting groups that require specific outreach. 

  

1 Jim Culbert, Charlie Houder, Bill Rockwell,  Christopher Whited, Sharon Kyhl, David Gwaze,  John McGuire 
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Results 

Respondents’ Background 

Question 1—In which sectors do you, or did you, work?  [1199 respondents] 

Distribution of Sectors in Survey Sample—The greatest portion of respondents are or have been Federal 
employees (30 percent).  But several other sectors are nearly as well represented.  Between 20 and 25 
percent of members are or have been affiliated with each of these sectors – State, Private industrial 
companies, University/college, and Consulting Forestry. Only about five percent of respondents report 
an affiliation with NGO or Trade Association or identify as Private landowners. Ten percent selected 
Other. 

 

 

 

Two aspects of the survey data make it difficult to compare directly to the SAF membership data about 
employment sector affiliations: a multiple selection option in the survey, and employment sector 
category differences.    

Multiple selection option—The percentages of sectors in the survey sample cited in the text above and in 
Figure 1 add to greater than 100 percent because respondents were allowed to select multiple sector 
affiliations. The survey asked for what sector(s) do you or have worked, so, for example, a respondent 
who started out in a state position, moved to federal and retired into a consulting role could report 
affiliation with all three.  Retirees could select their past affiliations rather than “retired.”  In fact, only 
256 respondents (21%) did select multiple sectors.  For most sectors, more than 100 respondents 
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Figure 1.  Question 1: In which sector do you, or did you, work? 
[select as many as apply] - All Responses  
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selected only that sector. This provides a reasonable sample size for comparing answers among sectors.  
We used the responses of the 79 percent who selected only one sector (termed “single-sector” here) to 
look at the representativeness of the survey sample compared to SAF membership data.  The single-
sector data are also used to examine sector differences in certain questions below.   

Survey “sector” categories— The survey gathered information about work sectors in similar, but not 
identical categories as SAF uses to collect data on members. For example, SAF has no Private landowner 
option in their membership data and this survey has no Student option. We were able to address this in 
part by combining categories (e.g. Student and College/university) and by pulling data from the survey’s 
Other category write-in answers to fill in missing categories (e.g. TIMO/REIT) (Table 1).  

 

Table 1.  Question 1: In which sector do you, or did you, work?  [select as many as apply] – 
Comparing SAF membership to Survey single-sector data 

SAF Membership  % of Total 
Membership  

Communications Survey1 % of Total Single-
sector Respondents 

College/University  7.4% University/college 17.07% 

Student  12.7% Student (from Other)1 1.1% 

Consultant  13.0% Consulting Forestry 14.32% 

Federal Government  9.2% Federal 23.22% 

Not-For-Profit/NGO  2.0% NGO or Trade Association 2.97% 

Private Industry  14.8% Private industrial company 12.51% 

State/Local Gov't  9.6% State 18.03% 
No separate category  Local government: county, tribal, 

municipal, urban, local (from 
Other)1 

3.2% 

TIMO/REIT 2.1% TIMO/Real Estate (from Other)1 0.6% 

no category  Private landowner 2.55% 

No Employer Indicated  10.2% Unemployed (from Other)1 0.2% 

Other Employed  1.5% Other (not included above) 2.8% 

Retired 17.6% Retired (from Other)1 1.4% 

 TOTAL Number of Members/Respondents 

Single-sector 13,758  943  

Multiple-sector   256  

Total  13,758  1199 
1 Data indicated as “from Other” were extracted from the write-in responses of single-sector respondents 
and were not an answer option in the survey.   
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How does the single-sector distribution compare to SAF? Using single-sector data and modified 
categories (Table 1), the survey data differ from the membership in some sectors, but matches in others.  
When the overlapping categories University/college and Student are combined, the numbers are 
similar—20 percent of members compared to 18 percent of the survey population fell in these sectors. 
Consultants, NGOs and private industry are also similarly represented in the survey and the 
membership.  However State/local and Federal sectors are over-represented in the survey data 
compared to the membership data. Both of these sectors had approximately twice the representation in 
the survey as in membership data (Table 1).  These differences may be partially explained by the fact 
that the survey allowed respondents to select a past affiliation. This inference is supported by the fact 
that the survey data included proportionately fewer retired responses (gleaned from “other” responses) 
than the membership data. This suggests that retirees from federal and state/local careers may have 
swelled the numbers in these categories compared to the SAF data where they would have selected 
Retired.  

What conclusions can be drawn from the distribution of sectors in the survey data? One possible 
inference from these data is that State/local government and Federal sectors were more interested in 
SAF communications.  A logical conclusion is that SAF should make a point of paying attention to these 
sectors and catering to their needs and interests. These are also important groups to target for 
engagement in improving communications.   

Another possible inference is that the multiple selections obfuscated retired and state and federal 
categories and that no reliable conclusions can be drawn from comparison of survey and member sector 
data. If this were the case and large differences emerged among the different sectors’ views on other 
survey questions, the over- or under-representation of a group could skew the overall pattern of 
preferences.  To test the importance of this possibility, we checked for differences among the sectors in 
their views on several questions below.   

A final thought—While the multiple-sector of the survey complicates comparison of the survey sample 
to SAF membership data, it does provide the potential to identify common connections among sectors, 
e.g., how frequently members have worked in both state or federal or private industry sectors. It also 
raises our awareness that lines between sectors have fuzzy boundaries. This awareness could prove 
useful when it is necessary to reach across sectors to resolve complex issues. 
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Question 2—In which of the following SAF leadership roles have you served in the 
past 2 years? [1194 respondents] 

By asking about leadership in the past 2 years this question provides a look at current leaders’ 
perspectives. An impressive 32 percent of respondents (388) identify themselves as serving in leadership 
roles during the past two years. Since the question allowed multiple answers, and 156 respondents 
selected multiple roles, those 388 respondents account for 622 roles   Most of these leaders serve in 
chapters and state/multi-state societies (Figure 2).  It is reasonable to expect a higher level of responses 
from leaders than non-leaders, so the proportion of leaders taking the survey may be higher than in SAF 
as a whole. Nonetheless, we are confident that SAF has a valuable pool of actively involved members 
who can help advance communication goals.  
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Figure 2.  Question 2: In which of the following SAF 
leadership roles have you served in the past 2 years?    

[select as many as apply]    
Distribution of Leadership Roles 
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Recommendation 1: Engage leadership to help address communication challenges. SAF has a high level 
of active involvement in leadership. Thirty-one percent of the survey’s respondents have been active in 
leadership roles in the past two years. This active group can be an important resource.  (Question 2, 11, 
12)   

• Interview leadership in the societies to harvest lessons from the societies with members 
satisfied with their leadership that could be applied to those with less satisfied members.   

• Determine leaders’ willingness to help other societies improve their communications and 
interest in learning from others, then convene opportunities for peer learning, such as offering a 
place to share success stories, a webinar (series) for society leaders featuring expertise from 
within SAF to highlight the benefits of participation.   

• Foster recruitment of new leaders by making information about opportunities more readily 
available. Connect leadership service to career development by offering leadership training 
sessions at conferences at all levels.  
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Question 3—Please indicate your SAF State/Multi-State Society. [1194 
respondents] 

Returns by State and multi/state society—Thirty-three state or multi-state societies are represented in 
the survey returns. Only Hawaii is not represented (Table 2).  Not surprisingly, several large multi-state 
Societies, as well the Washington and Oregon Societies, had the most responses. The Southeastern, 
Northeastern, and Upper Midwest regions are well represented.  Overall, the survey provides a 
representative sample of the state societies. Response rates ranged from seven to seventeen percent of 
each society’s membership based on SAF membership data. This compares well to the overall survey 
return rate of ten percent. 

Impact of return rate variation by society - The variations in return rate among societies have very little 
impact on the survey’s overall results.  The largest potential impact would be from the Appalachia 
society, underrepresented by 33 responses, however this deviation from expected represents only -2.8 
percent of returns. Still, we took a look at the extent to which Appalachian views differed from other 
societies and the overall survey returns for a few questions.  We did not find deviations that suggest that 
this lower-than-expected return rate skewed results.  Rather, the Appalachian society’s responses were 
similar to a sampling of other societies and the overall survey return—within eight percent (Questions 
11, 18, and 19). On Question 6, their responses diverged from those of other large societies but were 
similar to the overall survey results.   

Society engagement and survey returns - Variation in return rate by society does suggest variation in 
level of engagement with SAF, and could be used to investigate factors that increase or decrease 
engagement.  Deviation from expected returns can be seen in Table 2.  To reveal potential differences in 
views of the societies, we have looked at the responses of the societies with the greatest deviation from 
the expected return rate to several questions below.  

State/multistate societies’ age distribution –If SAF is interested in increasing the proportion of younger 
members, it is useful to know whether some of the state societies are being particularly successful in 
attracting young members. We examined the age structure of the respondents from the different 
societies. The societies with the most respondents are weighted towards age classes 51-70+ yrs.  
However, in ten societies, more than 25 percent of respondents are <41 yrs. (first 10 from the left in 
Figure 3), including New York and Michigan which also have relatively high numbers of respondents <41 
yrs.  The Southeastern, Appalachian, New England, and Oregon societies have relatively high numbers of 
respondents in the youngest age classes, though the percentage is lower.  
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Table 2.  Question 3: Please indicate your SAF State/Multi-State Society.   [select only one] 

State/multi-state society State/multi-state 
society members 
(SAF 10/1/2013) 

Survey 
Responses  

Survey Responses 
as % of state/multi-
state society  

Alaska 137 23 17% 
Allegheny 811 71 9% 
Appalachian 1384 105 8% 
Colorado/Wyoming 350 38 11% 
Dakotas 59 10 17% 
Great Plains 49 5 10% 
Hawaii 36 0 0% 
Illinois 98 14 14% 
Indiana 137 15 11% 
Inland Empire 269 27 10% 
Intermountain 189 25 13% 
Iowa 89 9 10% 
Kentucky/Tennessee 360 43 12% 
Louisiana 228 15 7% 
Michigan 426 41 10% 
Minnesota 310 30 10% 
Mississippi 302 28 9% 
Missouri 178 25 14% 
Montana 302 22 7% 
National Capital 248 29 12% 
New England 910 75 8% 
New York 449 45 10% 
Northern California 625 59 9% 
Ohio 202 20 10% 
Oregon 941 92 10% 
Ouachita 260 19 7% 
Southeastern 1084 108 10% 
Southern California 110 10 9% 
Southwestern 353 28 8% 
Texas 345 34 10% 
Washington 594 63 11% 
Wisconsin 375 42 11% 
U.S. with no State Society affiliation - 18 - 
International - 7 - 

Total 12,217 1195 Average = 10% 
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Figure 3.  Question 3: Please indicate your SAF State/Multi-State Society  
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Question 4—What is your age? [1195 respondents] 

The survey shows an age-distribution of respondents indicative of a membership that is weighted 
towards people in their late and post-careers (Figure 4).  Only 30 percent of respondents fall in what we 
categorize as early to mid-career (< 50 yr), while 54 percent are in late career (51-70) and 16 percent in 
post-career (>70) categories.   

This profile corresponds to that of a contracting population, demographically. A stable population would 
have the highest numbers in youngest age categories with slowly declining numbers in later ages.  SAF 
faces a challenge in terms of growing membership and involvement among younger age groups.   

 

 

Representativeness of survey sample—In terms or representativeness of the survey data by age 
distribution, we found that the respondent pool underrepresents the youngest age classes. The survey 
had only half the relative representation of the age class 20 – 30 years (6% vs 12%) and four-fifths for 
the age class 31-40 years  (11% vs 14%), compared to SAF membership as a whole. Conversely, the 
survey had a higher representation in age classes 51-60 (31% vs. 22%).   

The survey itself doesn’t reveal the reason for these differences in responsiveness by age class.  It is not 
likely that the means of advertising the survey—direct emails and E-Forester emails—was less effective 
among younger age classes.  Usage of emails (Question 23) was highest among the three youngest age 
classes (90% use email sometimes or often). It would not be surprising that the youngest classes would 
be less attentive or motivated to participate in the survey, given their shorter tenure in SAF and less 
opportunity to become actively involved or to develop loyalty.  This pattern of responses suggests a 
need to engage the younger members. 

Sectors and Age distribution—As would be expected because of career path changes, sector affiliations 
varied by age class. For the youngest members (<31 yr), the dominant affiliation is University/college (46 
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Figure 4. Question 4: What is your age? 
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percent).  By the 31-40 year age class, the pattern described above and illustrated in Figure 1, is 
emerging and in later age classes converges on the average. 

 

 

 

Recommendation 2: Communicate directly with younger members to encourage growth of SAF.  The 
age distribution in the survey indicates an aging membership and youngest members who were less 
likely to participate in the survey.  Seek effective ways to communicate with younger members, using 
insights from the relationship between age and communication preferences and content interests 
revealed in this survey. (Questions 3, 4, 8 23) 

• Tap societies with younger age structure to help address how to recruit more young members  
• Put emphasis on career development, science and research and target online forums that 

younger age groups use to communicate.  
• Ask your youngest members for “user stories” about what would make it appealing to them to 

communication within SAF. 
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Content of Communications 

Question 5—How frequently do you receive communications from your SAF state 
or division, and chapter? [1088 respondents] 

Most respondents receive communications from state, division and chapter officers less than once a 
month. Chapter office communications appear to be slightly more frequent than state and division 
communications (Figure 5).   
 

 
 

We looked for differences in communications frequency among a sample of the State/multi-state 
societies. The societies displayed were selected for having fairly high number of responses, covering a 
wide geography, and spanning the age-structure range of societies (Figure 6).  In this sample, differences 
are apparent. Oregon, Southeast and Michigan exceed average frequency for communications from 
their State Societies. New England and Appalachian societies communicate less frequently than average. 
Michigan has the highest percentage reporting more than once a month. It is interesting that Michigan 
also has the highest percentage of members <41 years among this sample of societies at 32 percent vs. 
14 percent for Appalachia (see Figure 3, Q3).  
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Question 6—When you engage in communicating with others in SAF, which is the 
one most FREQUENT subject of communication? [1061 respondents] 

Question 7—When you engage in communicating with others in SAF, which is the 
one most IMPORTANT subject of communication? [1061 respondents] 

Questions 6 and 7 address the frequency and importance, respectively, of topics of communication 
among the SAF membership. These questions are also related to Question 8, which addresses the 
importance of communications that members receive from SAF. We present results of Questions 6 and 7 
together, followed by Question 8.  Answer options were the same in Questions 6&7, but somewhat 
different in Question 8. In Figure 7 we display the results from all three questions together because of 
their related content.  Answer options missing from a question were simply left blank in this figure.  

Frequency and Importance of members’ topics of communications—Resource Management and SAF 
Meetings and Conferences came out as the two most frequent and most important topics of member 
communications within SAF (Figure 7).  The topic of resource management is central to forestry and 
meetings and conferences are one of the primary venues for communicating about it, so it is not 
surprising that these two topics top both the frequency and importance scales.   
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Beyond the top two topics, Professional development, Collaboration/networking, and Research and 
science are rated about equally in importance. Members engage in communications about Resource 
management and Professional development proportionately less often compared to the relative 
importance they place on these topics, suggesting that there is room to fill this gap by increasing 
opportunities for members to communicate about these important topics.  

When we look at Question 7 by age-classes, the pattern shows youngest members more focused on 
Research and science than Resource management (Figure 8). They also have a stronger interest in job 
opportunities than other age groups. Interest in Professional development appears to peak in the 41-50 
age group, and interest in Resource management increases with age.  This likely relates to a natural 
career progression.  
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Question 8—When SAF, at any level, provides you with information, which is the 
one most IMPORTANT subject area to you? [1119 respondents] 

What do members want from SAF? Whereas Questions 6 & 7 asked about two-way communications 
among SAF members and staff, this question asked about one-way communications from SAF to 
members.  Members consider SAF’s most important communications to them to be about Resource 
management (30% rated this most important), followed by Research and science, and Resource news 
(17% each).  Professional development and SAF meetings and conferences are next most important 
(Figure7).   

Frequency vs. Importance—Members frequently engage in communications about Meetings and 
conferences, but don’t give this topic as high a rating for importance in their own communications (Q7) 
or in the SAF communications they receive (Q8) (Figure7). Given the purpose of meetings and 
conferences to service the goal of communicating about Resource management, Research and science, 
and Resource news, this seems appropriate.  The survey circulated at a time of heavy communications 
traffic about the annual conference, which may have influenced the frequency ratings received.  Still, it 
appears that there is room for improvement on the ratio of less important communications from SAF 
(i.e. conferences) to topics of greater interest.   

How do different Sectors view importance of Topics?—Resource management is a less important subject 
to the University/college sector and to Private landowners than to other sectors (Figure9). The sample 
size for private landowners was small (22 single-sector respondents), so these data should be viewed 
cautiously and we do not discuss it further below.  The Private Industrial company sector had a high 
level of interest in resource news, but little in resource policy.  It was no surprise that the 
University/college sector had the most interest in Research and Science.  (See section on Question 1 
above for explanation of “single-sector” data.) 
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Figure 9. Question 8 by Sector: When SAF, at any level, provides you with 
information, which is the one most IMPORTANT subject area to you?   
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Recommendation 3: Strive to fill members’ desire for important content in communications. While the 
survey revealed general topics of interest to members (e.g., the topics that emerged as of greatest 
importance for member to member communications - resource management, professional 
development, collaboration and networking, and research and science), it will take more work to clarify 
what specific topics really grab different sets of members. We recommend that SAF approaches this as a 
set of small “experiments” to gauge potential without large investments up-front, for example: 
(Questions 5-10). 

• Improve balance between subjects of correspondence with members to better reflect the 
members’ perception of importance. Find ways to reduce the volume of communications about 
meetings and conference relative to content on important topics like resource management, 
science, careers, policy. For example, use existing well-read on-line news-brief vehicles to 
convey important updates and drive readers to the website.  

• Reach out to private landowners and private industrial companies to engage them in identifying 
and perhaps producing content on resource news and policy of importance to them. Similarly 
engage state and private industry sectors to enhance professional development 
communications. Focus on electronic media for sharing content.  

• Reach out to youngest members to identify and develop new ways for them to access and 
interact with scientific content.  Solicit their ideas and help with developing methods and 
mechanisms to increase participation and membership in SAF among younger ages.  

• Encourage user-generated communications on topics of interest through the use of tools such 
as Google groups (email groups) to provide places where members could ask about and discuss 
methods, issues, or learn from one another.  

• Compare the content of sub-national communications, especially from a subset of societies that 
exhibited low and high rates of survey response and younger and older age distributions to 
glean what is connecting (and not connecting) with members.  
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Question 9—Specifically, as an SAF member, rather than in any SAF leadership 
capacity you may also hold, when you receive/access SAF communications from 
national, your state society, and chapter, which do you read and which do you 
ignore? [1152 respondents] 

Members pay attention (read or skim) to Forestry Source, Forestry Journal (85%), E-Forester (92%), 
state/multi-state society (80%) and chapter (66%) newsletters and emails (Figure 10).  Social media are 
accessed by only a few respondents (9 % on average across all social media offerings). LinkedIn has the 
highest usage (16%).  Forestry Source gets the most in-depth reading. The Journal of Forestry is the most 
widely skimmed (Figure 10).  While it appears that Division level communications are rated lower in 
Figure 10 this is attributable to the fact that Divisions are not a universal level of organization across the 
society, so not all respondents are represented by Divisions.  When we looked at responses from only 
the members that are represented by a division we found a higher readership of Division level 
communications than for Chapter communications (Figure 11).   
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Readership and age classes— State Society and Chapter newsletter and email readership increases with 
age, perhaps a natural career progression, if younger members tend to be less settled and oriented 
toward a local place. Use of social media is low overall. Ages 20-30 pay more attention to Facebook than 
other groups (Figure12). A substantial 35 percent read or skim compared to 13 percent in the 31-40 age 
class, and less for other age groups. These youngest members also show the highest percentage that 
read (not just skim) the Journal of Forestry (38 percent) compared to other age classes (31 percent in 
the over 70 age class or lower in all other age classes), consistent with their interest in Research and 
science (Question 7).   
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Sectors and readership—Understanding how sectors differ from one another can help SAF to tailor 
communications to subsets of the membership.  Our look at how different sectors answered this 
question about communications read or skimmed revealed only a few differences.   

The University/college sector had the highest Read + Skim rate and the lowest Do not receive rate for 
the Journal of Forestry (Figure 13), a finding that is consistent with their strong interest in Research and 
Science in Question 8. The Federal sector had nearly the same rates, again not surprising given the 
strong research component at the federal level.  The State and NGO/Trade Association sectors had the 
lowest Read + Skim rates for the Journal of Forestry.   

State/multi-state society newsletters are most-read by private industrial companies.  University and NGO 
Trade Association sectors pay the least attention to state society communications (Figure 14).   

The take-home messages from this rich, complex question are that there is a strong reliance on email-
based communication tools, with social media used primarily by those under 41.  Most national news is 
“skimmed” rather than read, with the exception of Forestry Source an on-line monthly newspaper, and 
E-Forester emails.  Chapter and State level communications are read more than skimmed.  This suggests 
that it would be worthwhile for SAF to examine the content of local communications, especially from a 
subset of societies that exhibited low and high rates of survey response and younger and older age 
distributions could reveal patters that would help SAF address the needs of different sectors and ages.   
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Figure 14. Question 9: Communications read or skimmed by 
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Question 10—Which characteristic is MOST important in getting you to read the 
SAF communications you marked “Read” in the previous question? [1138 
respondents] 

Important Content is by far the quality that most influences whether members read communications 
from SAF—61 percent selected this option (Figure 15).  Beyond this broad quality, members value brief 
communications that connect them to resources that can be used as needed. This result suggests that 
brief updates with links to full articles or other resources are a good way to reach members.  It also 
aligns with current wisdom about how to reach a younger audience.  SAF’s has such a publication 
already, Forestry Source, so it is in a good position to address the preferences of its members. 

 

. 

 

Characteristics by Sector—Do these desired characteristics of communications differ by sector? If so, it 
would help the society to adjust their communications to match their membership or attract more 
members from certain sectors.  The NGO/Trade association sector had the greatest interest in 
connecting to other resources and other people. The University sector had the greatest interest among 
sectors in well-written content.  Private industrial companies want electronic media more than other 
sectors, but also put the strongest value on paper media.  None of the sectors showed a strong interest 
in communications that ask for their input. The apparent lack of interest in input may prove to be a 
challenge to improving communications within SAF, if it means members are unresponsive.  However, it 
may be that communications asking for “input” are perceived differently than communications that 
offer an opportunity to engage in dialogue or provide feedback.  This survey did not clarify that 
distinction.  
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Figure 15. Question 10: Which characteristic is MOST 
important in getting you to read the SAF communications you 

marked “Read” in the previous question?     
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Challenges 

Question 11—Indicate to what extent you agree with the following statement: “I 
feel well-informed about SAF affairs by the communications I receive and access 
from...” [1114 respondents] 

Members feel well-informed by the national SAF leadership (Figure 16). They agree that chapter and 
society leaders keep members well-informed (> 60 percent). Many respondents are not represented by 
a Division. We found when we looked only at the five societies with divisions, that for three of these, 
Appalachia, Allegheny, New England (Figure 17) responses are similar to the overall survey responses 
seen in Figure 16. For the Southeastern and Ouachita societies one-third of respondents were 
dissatisfied.  
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Figure 16.  Question 11: How well-informed do members feel by 
leadership?   

Question text: Indicate to what extent you agree with the following statement: “I feel 
well-informed about SAF affairs by the communications I receive and access from...”  
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We looked at responses to Question 11 by the state/multi-state society affiliations of respondents 
indicated in Question 3. We found that the Oregon society is doing an outstanding job of keeping their 
members informed (Figure 18). Eight additional societies are also performing excellently. At least 80 
percent of their responding members were satisfied. At the other end of the spectrum are five societies 
where between 32 and 55 percent of respondents do not feel well-informed by society leadership. 
These societies had from 13 to 35 percent more “disagree” or “strongly disagree” responses than the 
overall survey average. The Southern California society had the highest rate of dissatisfaction.  
Respondents with no state societies were not included.  
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Figure17. Question 11: How well-informed do members feel by 
Division leadership? 

Question text: Indicate to what extent you agree with the following statement: “I feel 
well-informed about SAF affairs by the communications I receive and access from..." 
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Figure 18. Question 11: How well-informed do members feel by 
State/multi-state society leadership? 
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Question 12—Indicate to what extent you agree with the following statement:  “The information I 
receive from SAF provides sufficient detail to allow me to make informed decisions about…” [1112 
respondents] 

Most respondents feel sufficiently informed about the decisions cited (Table 3).  Agreement is strongest 
for SAF election votes (89%) and continuing my SAF membership (87%).  The areas with the highest rates 
of disagreement that the information for decisions is sufficient relate to topics of Career advancement—
finding jobs, professional development, and SAF service opportunities. For these three topics many 
people found the topic irrelevant (N/A), presumably because of their current career stage. Removing 
those responses, between 25 and 30 percent of respondents feel insufficiently informed on these topics. 
About 20 percent felt insufficiently informed for position statement votes.  

We compared these results to how members ranked the importance of communication topics in 
Questions 7 and 8.  In Question 7 (topics of communications among members) we find that between 25 
and 30 percent of the youngest members (<41 year of age) rated jobs and career development as of 
highest importance.  In Question 8, between 16 and 18 percent of the university, state and private 
industrial company sectors rated jobs and professional development as of highest importance.  More 
attention to access to information about careers would be valuable in engaging younger members.  

 

Table 3. Question 12: Indicate to what extent you agree with the following statement:  “The 
information I receive from SAF provides sufficient detail to allow me to make informed 

decisions about…” 
Answer Options Strongly 

disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 

agree 
N/A Response 

Count 
SAF election votes 1% 5% 65% 24% 5% 1101 
Position Statement votes 2% 16% 60% 14% 9% 1100 
Career – finding jobs 2% 11% 38% 8% 40% 1094 
Career – finding 
professional development 
opportunities 

2% 12% 47% 10% 28% 1102 

Finding service 
opportunities within SAF 
(e.g. committee 
membership) 

3% 16% 54% 10% 17% 1097 

Continuing my SAF 
membership 

1% 7% 64% 23% 4% 1106 

answered question 1112 
skipped question 89 
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Recommendation 4: Increase transparency in the affairs of SAF. Develop more visible and effective 
ways to distribute information (e.g., Council actions, committee actions). (Question 9-12, 14, 15) 

• Develop a mechanism that makes it easy to post and retrieve information about the actions of 
leadership groups.  The survey shows that members use e-newsletters. It also shows that 
brevity is important. We suggest that a good vehicle for bringing actions to the attention of 
members is a synopsis format with links to longer stories (similar to E-Forester).     

• Talk to members to find out what it would take to get them to look at this information and what 
they actually want to know.   

• Get leaders involved from the start – what works for them is essential to making it work. 
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Question 13—Indicate to what extent you agree with the following statements 
about the SAF national website. [1105 respondents] 

Results reveal room for improvement of the national SAF website (Table 4). A small majority of 
respondents finds the information on the national website to be useful (54 percent), but 40 percent 
selected neither agree nor disagree.  A smaller group finds the information to be easily accessible (30 
percent), with 43 percent neutral.  Few disagree with these two statements but the fact that many are 
neutral (neither agree nor disagree) suggests that they are not well acquainted with the website and 
that the website is not as informative, dynamic, or appealing as it could be. Our brief review of the SAF 
website found the home page to be engaging and the overall organization intuitive. We did notice that 
much information is not available without a password, which is certainly a barrier to many. These results  
present a challenge to SAF to make the public face of SAF more useful, inviting and engaging to 
members. 

 

Table 4.  Question 13:  Indicate to what extent you agree with the following statements about 
the SAF national website. 

Answer Options Strongly 
disagree 

Disagree Neither 
disagree 
nor agree 

Agree Strongly 
agree 

The content available on the national SAF 
website is useful 

1% 4% 40% 48% 7% 

Information I need is easily accessible on 
the national SAF website 

6% 17% 43% 30% 4% 

answered question    1105 
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Recommendation 5:  Continue to improve SAF website. The SAF website looks appealing to us, but the 
survey results suggest it is not being referenced or used as much as would be desirable. We recommend 
several approaches for SAF.  (Questions 7, 8, 10, 12, 15)  

• Look at how well the website connects people to resources and to other people  
• Check to be sure that people can find the information that is important to them – issues and 

trends, management and practice, career advancement   
• Is it easy to locate strategic documents and information about leaders and leadership 

opportunities?  
• Take this opportunity to tap some of your youngest, newest members to get involved in helping 

to identify improvements, and in the process to get more engaged in SAF.  
• Provide opportunities for members to comment on these subjects, or submit feedback through 

the website.  
• Work with leaders and experts to make it easy to find information and easy to read and view it.  
• Email newsletters (or social media posts) that provide very brief lead-ins with links to longer 

features on the website are one way to drive readers to the website.   
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Question 14 & 15—From your perspective as a Leader (Q14) or Member not 
serving in leadership (Q15), to what extent do you agree that the following are 
internal communication challenges? [Q14—332, Q15—775 respondents] 

Leaders and members have somewhat different views of the most important challenges, as would be 
expected.  A strong majority of leaders (Question 14) identify most of the choices as challenges (Table 
5). More than 75 percent agree or strongly agree that that SAF needs to address member relations—
their involvement, needs, and membership trends.  In addition, SAF needs to foster new leaders and 
communication across the levels of organization.    

Leaders also strongly identify getting key messages out as important. Promoting the brand promise and 
key messages and better understanding and support of both council decisions and national office actions 
are identified as challenges by about 70 percent of leaders.  Only promoting the 1900 fundraising 
campaign is not considered a challenge by the majority of respondents. 

Among members not serving in leadership (Question 15), the biggest challenges identified are tracking 
the activities of leadership—learning about Council decisions, task forces, national committees, and 
working groups (Table 6).  These challenges align with leaders’ priority for better understanding and 
support of Council decisions and national office actions, which though not at the top, is still high on the 
leaders’ list.  

 

Table 5.   Question 14:  From your perspective as a LEADER in SAF, to what extent do you 
agree that the following are internal communication challenges?    [skip to the next question if 
you have NOT played a leadership role in the past 2 years] 
Answer Options Agree or Strongly 

Agree 
Disagree or 

Strongly Disagree 
N/A 

Address member relations    
Encouraging more involvement in SAF by members 83% 5% 12% 
Understanding current member needs for SAF 
services and benefits 79% 6% 14% 
Finding and training new potential SAF leaders 78% 7% 15% 
Understanding why long-term (>10 yrs.) SAF 
members are not renewing their memberships 77% 8% 15% 
Improve flow of information from leadership    
Promoting better communications between local 
units and national staff/leaders 76% 10% 14% 
Promoting better understanding and support for 
national office actions 71% 12% 17% 
Promoting brand promise and key messages 68% 12% 20% 
Promoting better understanding and support for 
Council decisions 68% 13% 19% 
Promoting the 1900 fundraising campaign 44% 21% 34% 
answered question 332 
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Table 6.  Question 15: From your perspective as a MEMBER in SAF, who has not served a 
leadership role within the past 2 years, to what extent do you agree that the following are 
internal communication challenges?   [skip to the next question if you HAVE played a 
leadership role in the past 2 years] 
Answer Options Agree or 

Strongly Agree  
Disagree or 

Strongly 
Disagree 

N/A 

Tracking activities of leadership    
Learning about the activities of task forces, national 
committees, and work groups 64% 27% 8% 

Learning about Council decisions 59% 31% 9% 
Learning about national office actions 54% 37% 9% 
Engaging with leaders and members    
Providing input to your Council representative? 52% 34% 14% 
Connecting with other members 52% 37% 11% 
Finding opportunities to provide your ideas to SAF 
leaders? 51% 36% 13% 

Providing input to your State or Multi-State Society 
leaders 51% 38% 11% 

Least challenging    
Learning about news affecting the profession 51% 44% 5% 
Learning about  SAF services and benefits 48% 43% 9% 
Learning about continuing education opportunities 43% 45% 12% 
answered question 775 
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Strategic Communication 

Question 16—For each of the following communication practices, indicate its 
potential contribution to Society effectiveness, if fully developed. [1053 
respondents] 

Members wish for more contact with national leadership and national staff, especially at State society 
meetings, or for younger members (under 41 years) in the form of online forums.  However, conference 
calls with leaders and staff are generally considered to make a low contribution.  Related to the desire 
for more contact with leadership is the value that a substantial portion of the membership places on 
having Council agendas and materials posted for members to see (Table 7). This result aligns with those 
from Question 15 where members indicated it is challenging to keep up with the activities of leadership.   

Two-way communications are clearly important. Members believe that more opportunities for two-way 
exchange, such as through the SAF website, would contribute to SAF’s effectiveness.   In-person 
communication at local meetings is valued, however, less so for late career and retirees (ages 61 and 
up).  The importance of local meetings revealed here reinforces the patterns in Questions 6-8. In person 
meetings/conferences are important, even though communication about them is less so.  

Use of social media on average is low, but as seen in Question 9, this response is strongly age-related. 
The value placed on increased use of social media drops off steadily from the youngest (60 percent 
medium or high) through the oldest age classes (37 percent medium or high). The strength of the 
youngest members’ interest in social media suggests an opportunity for SAF to maintain the interest and 
perhaps increase the number of younger members by further developing SAF’s social media content and 
activity. 

 

Table 7. Question 16: For each of the following communication practices, indicate its 
potential contribution to Society effectiveness, if fully developed. 

Moderate to High Contribution % Medium or High 

Attendance by National leadership at State society meetings 78% 

Attendance by National staff at State society meetings 74% 

More local meetings 71% 

Opportunities to submit feedback through the SAF website 70% 

Pre-posting of Council agendas and meeting materials 64% 

  
Low to No Contribution % Low or Little to None 

Conference calls with National staff 67% 

Conference calls with National leadership 65% 

Increased use of social media 58% 
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Recommendation 6:  Provide more opportunities for person to person communications with leaders, 
staff, and other members. The SAF national convention provides some opportunities for national 
leadership to interact with members, but national meetings aren’t accessible to the whole membership.  
To provide more opportunities for interaction between members and leadership at all levels, we 
recommend several actions. (Question 16) 

• Use State society meetings and online forums – bring leaders to chapter and society meetings 
virtually with simple video-conferencing technology.  

• Develop special online interactive meetings or events.  Web tools (for example,  “AnyMeeting”) 
that allow people to see one another live on-screen are a powerful way to connect  because 
they convey facial expressions and body language through live video.  

• Facilitate a group to try out best practices for using communications to connect people and 
resources. Include NGO/Trade association members, who placed a high priority on this topic. For 
example, investigate and try out platforms for on-line meetings with video options; use social 
media to facilitate dialogue.  

 
  

Engage leadership 
to address 

communication 
challenges 

Connect Leaders, 
Staff and Members 

face to face 

Use Chapter and 
Society meetings 

and on-line forums 
Recommendation 6 
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Question 17—How aware would you say that you are of the SAF's recent brand 
promise and key messages? [1085 respondents] 

Question 20—Have you seen the national SAF strategic plan? [1067 respondents] 

The recent brand promise and key messages have been missed by many members. Only one-third of 
respondents are aware of the brand promise.  Less than one-quarter has seen SAF’s strategic plan.  In 
the final comments, some noted that they could not find the strategic plan on SAF’s website. 

This lack of awareness of key strategic directions and messages is something that SAF should address.  
The survey results suggest that the Society seek new ways to integrate these messages with content 
that members desire, or in new forms of communication of interest to the members.  For example, SAF 
could create and use opportunities for members to meet face to face with national leaders and staff, 
either virtually or at local meetings noted in Question 16, to engage members in understanding or 
charting strategic directions.   Some state/multi-state societies are doing a better job than others at 
fostering awareness of the strategic messages.  For example, 46 percent of Louisiana and 37 percent of 
Kentucky/Tennessee respondents had seen the strategic plan, whereas only eleven percent of Ouachita 
and Michigan members had seen it.  There is an opportunity here for state society leaders to compare 
notes and learn from one another about best approaches. 

 

 

 

Recommendation 7: Put in place new methods to engage members in charting and implementing 
strategic directions. Few respondents were aware of the strategic plan or the brand promise. Members 
want opportunities for input or feedback. Some of the approaches suggested in other recommendations 
would work here also.  (Questions 17 & 20) 

• Hold webinars at the beginning, middle and end of planning and implementation process, with 
leaders and members, using a platform that encourages question/answer dialogue. 

• Encourage leaders at all levels to include information on strategic direction in their 
communications with members.  

• Solicit accept, and provide information on how feedback from members was used. 

Engage leadership 
to address 

communication 
challenges 

Engage members in 
charting and 

implementing 
strategic directions 

Provide online 
opportunities for 

input and feedback 
Recommendation 7 
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Question 18—To what extent do you agree with the following statement? “The 
Society’s communications are effective in connecting science to practice so that it 
is useful on the ground.” [1080 respondents] 

SAF needs to make improvements to achieve effective communications that connect science and 
practice.  More respondents agreed with the questions’ statement than disagreed, but, at 46 percent, it 
was not a strong endorsement. Thirty-two percent were neutral and the remainder disagreed.    

We looked at responses to this question by Sector (Question 1) to see if different groups of members 
see this differently.  Some differences did emerge (Figure 19).  Private landowners are split on this topic, 
showing both the strongest agreement and the strongest disagreement with the statement. This may 
indicate a real split among this sector, or it may be an anomaly based on the small sample size (only 28 
respondents chose Private landowner as their only sector affiliation). Beyond that, three other sectors 
had between 45-60 percent agreement—Federal, University/college, and Private Industry. The strongest 
disagreement expressed with the statement was in the range of 20 percent from Consulting Forestry 
(and as mentioned above, Private landowner).   For most of the sectors more than 30 percent chose 
“Neither disagree nor agree,” indicating either indecision or disinterest in the topic. 
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Figure 19. Question 18: Connecting Science to Practice by Sector   
Question text: To what extent do you agree with the following statement? “The Society’s 

communications are effective in connecting science to practice so that it is useful on the ground.”  
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We also looked at responses to this question for several state/multi-state societies, compared to the 
survey results as a whole (Figure20).  Of the five societies we examined, only the Michigan and Oregon 
State societies reached 50 percent agreement that that SAF communications effectively connect science 
to practice. The Appalachian and Southeastern society respondents were less satisfied with the 
connection of science to practice than the overall average.  
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Figure 20.  Question 18: Connecting Science to Practice  
by State or multi-state society  

Question text: To what extent do you agree with the following statement? “The Society’s 
communications are effective in connecting science to practice so that it is us 
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Question 19—To what extent do you agree with the following statement? “The 
Society’s current ways of engaging members in the latest trends and issues in 
forestry are effective.” [1080 respondents] 

Members find a deficiency in SAF’s ways of engaging members in trends and issues affecting forestry.  
As in question 18, more people agree than disagree with the statement (36% vs 26%), but in this case, 
the largest proportion (38%) were neutral (neither disagree nor agree). The response to questions 18 
and 19 present a challenge for SAF to deliver and engage members in important content. It appears that 
there is both dissatisfaction and disinterest in these two topics, suggesting divergent interests among 
members.  

Such a divide in interests may be partly related to the sectors that members are affiliated with.  Among 
sectors, Consulting forestry and NGO/Trade associations, and Private landowners expressed the least 
satisfaction—35-40 percent disagreed—with the effectiveness of SAF’s engagement of members in 
trends and issues.  

The sectors feel differently about the issues in question 18 and 19. All are more positive about SAF 
communications connecting science and practice than about SAF engaging members in issues and 
trends.  Federal, Private industrial company, and NGO/Trade Associations showed this difference most 
strongly. They were 10-20 percent more positive about connecting science to practice (Q18) than about 
engaging members in issues and trends (Q19) (Figure21).   
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Figure 21. Question 19: Engaging Members in Issues and Trends 
Question text: To what extent do you agree with the following statement? “The Society’s current 

ways of engaging members in the latest trends and issues in forestry are effective.”  
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We also looked for differences in satisfaction among a sample of five state societies (Figure22).  As in 
Question 18, the Oregon society members are more satisfied than others with SAF’s ways of engaging 
them in the latest issues and trends.  Still, the level of agreement in Oregon is less than 40 percent, and 
for New England is less than 25 percent.   
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Figure 22.  Question 19: Engaging Members in Issues and Trends  
by State or Multi-state Societies 

Question text: To what extent do you agree with the following statement? “The Society’s 
current ways of engaging members in the latest trends and issues in for 
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Recommendation 8: Develop more effective communications in support of connecting science to 
practice. (Question 18) 

• Look to state societies and sectors that were more or less satisfied with efforts to connect 
science to practices to help identify shortfalls and solutions.  

• Consider providing forum options, such as a blog site or LinkedIn group, for members to discuss 
their experience and interpretation of science in practice. 

 

Recommendation 9:  Find new methods to engage with members about the latest trends and issues in 
forestry. (Question 19) 

• Combine interest of members in more in-person contact with leaders with interest in connecting 
to latest trends and issues – provide on-line forums or webinars on new policy issues and trends 
featuring leaders from various parts of the organization.  

• Include sectors with strong interests in issues and trends organize and recruit participation in 
forums.  

 

 

 

Question 20 – see Question 17 above 
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Question 21—To what extent do you agree with the following statement? “The 
national strategic plan provides useful direction for SAF.” [1077 respondents] 

The majority of the 22 percent of respondents who have seen the strategic plan find that it provides 
useful direction (64 percent agree or strongly agree). Only ten percent disagree with the statement and 
26 percent have no opinion.  A number of people answered this question despite indicating in Question 
20 that they had not seen the plan; 93 percent of these selected either N/A or Neither agree nor 
disagree, and thus have little impact on the results.   
 

Communication Modes 

Question 22—Based on your leadership roles in SAF in the past two years, 
indicate to what extent you agree with the following statement:  “Committee, 
State Society and Working Group members are able to readily communicate 
among themselves using the COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES below to support 
their work on behalf of the Society.” [345 respondents] 

Among leaders2, emails and teleconferences best support their work on behalf of SAF. Less than half the 
respondents find the national website supportive of their work, but it received higher support than 
subnational websites and online meetings.  Though both received very low usefulness ratings, LinkedIn 
is apparently more useful than Facebook (Figure 23). 

 

 

2 A check on respondents’ leadership status as identified in Question 2, showed that nearly all respondents to this 
question are currently in leadership roles.  Only 22 who were not identified as leaders in Question 2 responded to 
this question, or about 2 percent of the survey population. The results should accurately affect leaders’ views.   
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Figure 23.  Question 22: Communication tools to support leaders   
Question text: Based on your leadership roles in SAF in the past two years, do you agree with 
the following statement:  “Committee, State Society and Working Group members are able to 
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Question 23—How do you communicate within SAF? [1070 respondents] 

State and Chapter meetings and Emails are the dominant modes of communication among the 
respondents (Figure 24).  National meetings are a less frequent vehicle for communication for most 
respondents, across all age-classes (Figure 25). Email contact lists are also used, though not as 
frequently as emails.   

 

 

 

Although only a small percentage of the respondents use Facebook as a communication tool in SAF, the 
youngest respondents use it more often than older age classes.  We caution that the data do not reveal 
people’s overall use of Facebook (outside of SAF), so it is hard to draw an inference about why the usage 
is low – do respondents not use Facebook because they don’t see value for their work in SAF, because 
there is little compelling content associated with SAF on Facebook, because they are simply not 
Facebook users, or for other reasons? We caution against abandoning, for example, Facebook 
development, based on this survey’s results (Figure 26).  

Apparently, members rarely utilize online meetings, or such meetings only involve a small percentage of 
the membership. Members in the 41-70 yr age group use these meetings the most (20%) (Figure 27).  
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Figure 24.  Question 23: How do you communicate within SAF?  
[please restrict your answers to SAF-related activities only] 
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Figure 25.  Question 23: How do you communicate within 
SAF...at National Meetings? 
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Figure 26. Question 23: How do you communicate within SAF 
by age group...on Facebook? 
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Figure 27.  Question 23: How do you communicate within SAF… 
via Online meetings? 
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Question 24—Which of these communication formats do you think has great 
potential to improve SAF internal communications in support of the SAF mission 
and vision? [999 respondents] 

Respondents clearly agree that state and chapter meetings and emails have the greatest potential 
among communication formats for improving future SAF internal communications (Figure 28).  Looking 
back at question 10, it should not be a surprise to see this strong reliance on email.  There are many 
sources and topics of email streams in SAF originating at all levels of the organization.  National 
meetings and email contact lists also have great potential, according to more than half of the 
respondents.  Nearly half consider online meetings to have great potential, despite few members having 
used them in SAF communications (Q23).  These results suggest that more members have experienced 
online meetings in other contexts outside of SAF and that there is an opportunity for SAF to engage 
more members using this technology.  

 

 

 

We looked at how the sectors identified in Question 1 answered this question.  We found that the 
results were similar across sectors.  For example, The Consulting forestry and Private industrial sectors 
each placed relatively less importance on National meetings than did the other sectors (Figure 29). 
National meetings may not represent the content of interest or be accessible to these strongly practice-
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Figure 28. Questions 22, 23, and 24: Communication tools: value for leadership, 
usage by members, and perceived potential for improving communications 
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oriented sectors. Still, differences were small, and it appears that SAF does not need to use different 
communication modes to target different sectors.   

 

 

 

Comparing Communication Tools in Questions 22, 23, 24—While the answer choices were not exactly 
the same in these three questions, the theme of which communication tools are best for SAF runs 
through all of theme.  In Figure 28 we show data from all three – which tools best support leaders (Q22), 
which do members use most for SAF communications (Q23), and which do members perceive as having 
the most potential to improve SAF communications (Q24).  

Members’ pattern of usage of communication technologies is similar to that of Leaders in Question 22 
for those communication modes included in both questions.  Leaders appear to put more value on 
teleconferences, on-line meetings and even slightly more on Facebook than do the members as a whole. 
However, the question to members as a whole asked about to what extent members use various 
communication modes, rather than value them, so perhaps the most important message to gain from 
comparing these two questions is that the pattern is very similar in terms of which communication 
modes best serve leaders and which are most used by members.   

Members use and appreciate emails, local meetings (state or chapter), contact lists and national 
meetings for communicating in the context of SAF.  Only leaders were asked about their use of websites 
for their work, since these are not really an active two-way communication tool, but may be useful for 
information retrieval for leaders.  Leaders were not asked about whether communications at local or 
national meetings or email contact lists support their leadership work.  
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Figure 29. Question 24: Which of these communication formats do you 
think has great potential to improve SAF internal communications in 

support of the SAF mission and vision? by Sector ... At national 
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Recommendation 10:  Expand methods for member to member communications. In this information 
age, members have many sources of information at their fingertips. To keep SAF at the top of their list, 
attract and maintain members, we recommend making SAF more participatory. (Question 7, 22-24)  

• Explore options for remote participation in some aspects of national meetings to expand 
member involvement and value, e.g. broadcast or record key addresses.    

• Experiment with online meetings, video conferences, webinars, and forums. The time seems to 
be right for this since members’ perception of the potential value of online meetings greatly 
exceeds their usage at present.  Focus on the topics that emerged as of greatest importance for 
member to member communications - Resource management, professional development, 
collaboration and networking, and research and science. 

• Exploring greater usage of social media.  We suggest some small experiments that engage 
groups of members to develop, for example, a forum on a topic of interest to them. The 
members in general were not asked about LinkedIn, yet the leaders place more value on it than 
Facebook. Both of these should be considered for social media exploration.   
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Question 25—Overall, have you found SAF’s systems for archiving and retrieving 
information (e.g. minutes, newsletter, contact information) to be adequate for 
your needs?  [Respondents: 1052] 

The majority of respondents feel that SAF systems for managing, archiving and retrieving newsletters, 
information about forest science and forest management, upcoming programs, and forest policy are 
adequate. Less than half find the systems for membership information, meeting minutes and financial 
information to be adequate.  The topics receiving the most inadequate votes are membership and 
financial information.  In all cases, more respondents selected adequate than inadequate for all the 
information topics in the question (Figure 30).  Many respondents found the questions about members, 
minutes and finances to be not applicable.   

 

 

 

We looked at how the respondents’ current leadership roles (Question 2) related to their responses to 
this question (350 current leaders and 700 with no recent leadership role answered this question).  
Current leaders were slightly more satisfied than those not in leadership roles, but the patterns of 
satisfaction by information system were very similar among both groups—less satisfaction with meeting 
minutes and financial information than other archiving and retrieving systems (Figure 31). 
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Figure 30.  Question 25: Overall, have you found SAF’s systems for 
archiving and retrieving information (e.g. minutes, newsletter, contact 
information) to be adequate for your needs?   [select ‘N/A’ if you have 

no experience with this type of information] 
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We also examined the satisfaction level of leaders in different roles (Question 2) to see if information 
retrieval and archiving systems need improvement for particular leadership roles, for example chapter 
leaders vs. national leaders. We focused on Meeting minutes and Financial information, which received 
the fewest “adequate” responses. These two categories were considered not applicable (N/A) by the 
largest percentage of respondents. Looking only at the responses of those who considered this 
information applicable to them, some differences appear (Figures 32 & 33).  

For most leader groups (e.g. Working group and Chapter officers), between 50 and 60 percent find both 
minutes and financial information archive and retrieval systems to be adequate.  Division officers (Figure 
32 & 33) and National officers (Figure 33) had the most divergent responses, but this may be a result of 
small sample sizes (17 Division officers, 12 committee members and 17 National officers responded to 
this question).  Among the leadership groups with the largest number of respondents and thus, most 
reliable data – National committee members, Chapter officers and committee members, and 
State/multistate society officers and committee members— chapter leaders appear to be somewhat 
more satisfied than other groups with the systems for both minutes and financial information.  
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Figure 31.  Question25: Overall, have you found SAF’s systems for 
archiving and retrieving information (e.g. minutes, newsletter, contact 

information) to be adequate for your needs?  
by Current Leadership Status 
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Figure 32.  Question 25: Overall, have you found SAF’s systems for 
archiving and retrieving information - to be adequate for your needs?  

by Type of Leadership Roles...Meeting minutes 
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Figure 33.  Question 25: Overall, have you found SAF’s systems for 
archiving and retrieving information (e.g. minutes, newsletter, contact 

information) to be adequate for your needs? 
by Type of Leadership Role...Financial Information 
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Recommendation 11:  Improve support systems for volunteer leaders to make it easier to serve SAF 
(Question 25) 

• Engage leaders (past or present) to find and try out solutions that support collaborative 
leadership. These could include a secure site for sensitive documents, a Dropbox type of site for 
depositing documents for others to view or collect for archiving, use of a Google Drive type of 
site for collaborative documents.    

• We recommend using a networking approach to solving these problems, rather than top-down 
engineering.  By engaging leaders to help define issues, propose, implement, and test several 
potential solutions, SAF can avoid an up-front investment in expensive software solutions that 
are never widely adopted.  

 

 

 

Question 26—Do you have any additional comments you’d like to make about SAF 
internal communications? [357 respondents] 

An impressive proportion of respondents (30 percent) provided additional written comments at the end 
of the survey.  A summary of the comments has been prepared by the Communications committee and 
is provided in Appendix B.  The entire set of anonymous comments can be found in the original data 
provided along with the report. 

  

Engage leadership 
to address 

communication 
challenges 

Improve support 
systems for 

volunteer leaders 

Secure online 
storage and 

collaboration tools 
Leader-driven  

Recommendation 
11 
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Discussion and Conclusions 
How does the survey help SAF understand how to improve communications? 

The richest information can be gained from this survey by breaking out the information by various 
subgroups.  It is interesting to know which communications are most read (Q9), but it is more revealing 
to understand that some sectors are more interested in chapter newsletters and others are more 
oriented towards national news.  There is much more of this type of analysis that can be done by using 
the data provided, if an area is identified where you want to learn more. 

Question 9 generated a wealth of information on which SAF communications members follow, and 
shows that attention varies by both sector and age. Chapter and state society communications are well-
read, and it’s important that SAF keep these subnational communications as part of an overall 
communication improvement plan. There is much to learn from their success in gaining an attentive 
audience, including the power to affect outcomes by using data on societies, age, and sector to identify 
key audiences.  

Questions 22-24 provided a great deal of information about communication methods and tools.  Here 
State and Chapter meetings emerge as an important communication tool.  For example, by comparing 
usage of different tools to the perceived value of the same tools we learned that it would be worthwhile 
to pursue wider use of online meetings. Mining these results can help guide future communication 
strategy. 

The Society already knows that the youngest age class needs to grow, but the low level of response from 
the youngest members tells you that they also need to be engaged. Engagement levels were signaled by 
the under-representation of the youngest members and over-representation by the older members.  
And the differences between age groups found throughout the survey in terms of interests and priorities 
can serve to guide strategies for engaging younger members.  

Some little gems emerged too, without all the deep data diving. Here are a few to ponder:    
• There are many leaders in SAF (Q2)!  
• Keep communications brief and please provide a link to more information (Q10). 
• Does the frequent selection of “neither agree nor disagree” (e.g., Q’s 18-21) mean that people 

don’t know, or don’t care?  The degree of engagement with SAF may need improvement.  

What have we learned about satisfaction of members with communication 
content and methods?  

The survey didn’t ask directly, “are you satisfied” with communications but it does reveal what is 
working well and what is not.  The Society can improve at connecting science to practice and at engaging 
members in issues and trends in forestry. Looking to the state societies that are doing this better than 
others could help.  (Q18, 19) 

Members aren’t satisfied with communication with leadership.  They want to not only know more about 
what is going on, they want to have opportunities for input and dialogue (Q16).  When it comes to 
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communication tools, everybody (pick a sector) loves emails, and if leaders love them and members use 
them, that’s good synergy. 

What does it tell us about members’ preferences?  

Yes, there are some differences among subgroups in terms of communication preferences. A 
tournament with Resource Management vs. Research and Science would pit a team mostly above 51 
against one mostly below 50. Does that represent changes in the field? Career progression? These 
questions are important for SAF’s future. The survey cannot provide definitive answers, but it does point 
out the concern.  

What does the survey tell us about how to reach people?   

Discovery - work sectors have permeable boundaries. In some ways it was unfortunate that we allowed 
multi-sector responses about sector affiliation.  It made it harder to compare to SAF membership data 
and to understand differences among sectors.  However, hidden riches in these data, unlike data that 
report only current affiliation, are that we see that there are groups of people who span sectors. In fact 
we found nearly every possible combination of sectors represented. This is a great resource – call on 
these boundary-spanning people to help address issues or needs that require multi-sector collaboration.  

Do more frequent communications from your local offices (e.g. state society) keep you engaged, 
especially if you’re fairly young?  Discuss this question with the Michigan Society – they have the highest 
frequency of communication (Q 5) and also one of the highest percentages of members under 41 years.    

What does the survey tell us about the SAF website? 

Although a healthy majority of members look at material on the SAF website (Q9), a smaller group finds 
the information there to be useful or accessible (Q 13).  In addition, many respondents were neutral on 
usefulness and accessibility (Q13). Most respondents do not find the national website supportive of 
their work as committee, state society, and working group members (Q22).  On the other hand, most 
members believe that using the website for two-way exchange, e.g., providing opportunities to submit 
feedback through the website, would contribute to SAF’s effectiveness (Q16).   Overall, this paints a 
picture of a membership interested in the national website, but not necessarily finding what they want 
there.  They are willing to view it, but information isn’t very accessible or helpful.   

It is not clear what features of the website might support those in leadership roles in particular. These 
may need a secure site that allows members to post and download or access information. SAF should 
clarify needs with leaders and use their input to develop a strategy to fill those needs and remove 
obstacles to leaders’ effectiveness. 

In conclusion, SAF has a strong resource in a large, engaged group of leaders. It also has challenges 
ahead in terms of growing and engaging members. The survey data can be used to investigate even 
more that we have presented here.  The data provided along with this report (see Appendix C) are a rich 
additional resource as you move forward with planning communications improvements.  
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Appendix A 

Survey Questions with Answer Choices  
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Can you find the information you need on the SAF website? What do you think about SAF publications and other communications to leaders and 
members? The purpose of this survey is to inform the SAF Communications Committee about the current state of SAF internal communications 
and possible areas for improvement.  
 
The survey consists of 26 questions covering background information about you, and the content, challenges, and modes of communication. At the 
end you will have an opportunity to comment on any aspects of SAF internal communications of importance to you. Your responses will be 
confidential. Only summary data will be presented publicly or used by SAF internally. 
 
On average, it took our testers 20 minutes to complete the survey.  
 
Thank you beforehand for your assistance in helping us improve SAF internal communications. 

 
Introduction

 



1. In which sector do you, or did you, work?  
[select as many as apply] 

2. In which of the following SAF leadership roles have you served in the past 2 years?  
[select as many as apply]

 
Background

Federal
 

gfedc

State
 

gfedc

Private industrial company
 

gfedc

NGO or Trade Association
 

gfedc

Private landowner
 

gfedc

University/college
 

gfedc

Consulting Forestry
 

gfedc

Other (please specify) 

National officer or Council member
 

gfedc

National committee member
 

gfedc

Working group officer
 

gfedc

State/MultiState officer
 

gfedc

State/MultiState Society committee member
 

gfedc

Division officer
 

gfedc

Division committee member
 

gfedc

Chapter officer
 

gfedc

Chapter committee member
 

gfedc

Student officer
 

gfedc

Student committee member
 

gfedc

SAF staff
 

gfedc

None
 

gfedc



3. Please indicate your SAF State/MultiState Society.  
[select only one]

Alaska
 

nmlkj

Allegheny
 

nmlkj

Appalachian
 

nmlkj

Colorado/Wyoming
 

nmlkj

Dakotas
 

nmlkj

Great Plains
 

nmlkj

Hawaii
 

nmlkj

Illinois
 

nmlkj

Indiana
 

nmlkj

Inland Empire
 

nmlkj

Intermountain
 

nmlkj

Iowa
 

nmlkj

Kentucky/Tennessee
 

nmlkj

Louisiana
 

nmlkj

Michigan
 

nmlkj

Minnesota
 

nmlkj

Mississippi
 

nmlkj

Missouri
 

nmlkj

Montana
 

nmlkj

National Capital
 

nmlkj

New England
 

nmlkj

New York
 

nmlkj

Northern California
 

nmlkj

Ohio
 

nmlkj

Oregon
 

nmlkj

Ouachita
 

nmlkj

Southeastern
 

nmlkj

Southern California
 

nmlkj

Southwestern
 

nmlkj

Texas
 

nmlkj

Washington
 

nmlkj

Wisconsin
 

nmlkj

 



4. What is your age? 

 

U.S. with no State Society affiliation
 

nmlkj

International
 

nmlkj

Under 20
 

nmlkj

2030
 

nmlkj

3140
 

nmlkj

4150
 

nmlkj

5160
 

nmlkj

6170
 

nmlkj

>70
 

nmlkj



5. How frequently do you receive communications from your SAF state or division, and 
chapter? 

6. When you engage in communicating with others in SAF, which is the one most 
FREQUENT subject of communication? 

7. When you engage in communicating with others in SAF, which is the one most 
IMPORTANT subject of communication? 

 
Content of Communications

Less than once a month Monthly More than once a month

Division office nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

State office nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Chapter office nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Job opportunities
 

nmlkj

SAF meetings and conferences
 

nmlkj

SAF business affairs
 

nmlkj

SAF finances
 

nmlkj

SAF membership
 

nmlkj

Resource management
 

nmlkj

Professional development
 

nmlkj

Collaboration/networking
 

nmlkj

Research and science
 

nmlkj

Other (please specify) 

Collaboration/networking
 

nmlkj

SAF membership
 

nmlkj

Job opportunities
 

nmlkj

SAF business affairs
 

nmlkj

Research and science
 

nmlkj

SAF finances
 

nmlkj

Resource management
 

nmlkj

Professional development
 

nmlkj

SAF meetings and conferences
 

nmlkj

Other (please specify) 



8. When SAF, at any level, provides you with information, which is the one most 
IMPORTANT subject area to you? 

Resource management
 

nmlkj

Research and science
 

nmlkj

Professional development
 

nmlkj

Job opportunities
 

nmlkj

SAF business affairs
 

nmlkj

SAF finances
 

nmlkj

SAF membership
 

nmlkj

SAF meetings and conferences
 

nmlkj

Resource news
 

nmlkj

Resource policy
 

nmlkj

Other (please specify) 



9. Specifically, as an SAF member, rather than in any SAF leadership capacity you may 
also hold, when you receive/access SAF communications from national, your state 
society, and chapter, which do you read and which do you ignore?  
 
[if you are unaware of/unfamiliar with any of the choices, select "Do not receive/access" or 
select "Don’t receive/access but would add value,” if you would like to see this provided] 

Read Skim Ignore
Do not 

receive/access
Don’t receive/access 
but would add value

Journal of Forestry nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Forestry Source nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Leadership Notes emails (national) nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

EForester emails (national) nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Policy Update emails (national) nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Membership emails (national) nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Website (national) nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Twitter (national) nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Facebook (national) nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

LinkedIn (national) nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Newsletter (state/multistate society) nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Website (state/multistate society) nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Emails (state/multistate society) nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Social media (state/multistate society) nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Newsletter (division) nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Website (division) nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Emails (division) nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Social media (division) nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Newsletter (chapter) nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Emails (chapter) nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Social media (chapter) nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Other communications from any level that you value (please list) 
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10. Which characteristic is MOST important in getting you to read the SAF communications 
you marked “Read” in the previous question?  
[select only ONE] 

 

Brevity
 

nmlkj

Asks for my input
 

nmlkj

Electronic media
 

nmlkj

Important content
 

nmlkj

Wellwritten
 

nmlkj

Connects me to resources
 

nmlkj

Connects me to other people
 

nmlkj

Paper media
 

nmlkj



11. Indicate to what extent you agree with the following statement: “I feel wellinformed 
about SAF affairs by the communications I receive and access from...”

12. Indicate to what extent you agree with the following statement: “The information I 
receive from SAF provides sufficient detail to allow me to make informed decisions 
about…”  
 

13. Indicate to what extent you agree with the following statements about the SAF national 
website. 
 

 
Communication Challenges

Strongly disagree Disagree Agree Strongly agree N/A

National leadership nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

State society leadership nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Division leadership nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Chapter leadership nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Strongly disagree Disagree Agree Strongly agree N/A

Career – finding jobs nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Finding service opportunities within SAF 
(e.g. committee membership)

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Continuing my SAF membership nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

SAF election votes nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Position Statement votes nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Career – finding professional development 
opportunities

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Strongly disagree Disagree
Neither disagree 

nor agree
Agree Strongly agree

The content available on the national SAF website is 
useful

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Information I need is easily accessible on the national 
SAF website

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj



14. From your perspective as a LEADER in SAF, to what extent do you agree that the
following are internal communication challenges? 

[SKIP TO THE NEXT QUESTION if you have NOT played a leadership role in the past 2 
years] 

15. From your perspective as a MEMBER in SAF, who has not served a leadership role
within the past 2 years, to what extent do you agree that the following are internal 
communication challenges?  

[SKIP TO THE NEXT QUESTION if you HAVE played a leadership role in the past 2 years]

Strongly disagree Disagree Agree Strongly agree N/A

Finding and training new potential SAF leaders nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Understanding why longterm (>10 yrs.) SAF members 
are not renewing their memberships

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Promoting the 1900 fundraising campaign nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Promoting better communications between local units 
and national staff/leaders

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Promoting better understanding and support for national 
office actions

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Promoting better understanding and support for Council 
decisions

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Understanding current member needs for SAF services 
and benefits

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Promoting brand promise and key messages nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Encouraging more involvement in SAF by members nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Strongly disagree Disagree Agree Strongly agree N/A

Learning about SAF services and benefits nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Finding opportunities to provide your ideas to SAF 
leaders?

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Providing input to your Council representative? nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Learning about national office actions nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Providing input to your State or MultiState Society 
leaders

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Learning about news affecting the profession nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Connecting with other members nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Learning about continuing education opportunities nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Learning about the activities of task forces, national 
committees, and work groups

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Learning about Council decisions nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj



16. For each of the following communication practices, indicate its potential contribution 
to Society effectiveness, if fully developed. 

17. How aware would you say you are of the SAF's recent brand promise and key 
messages? 

18. To what extent do you agree with the following statement? “The Society’s 
communications are effective in connecting science to practice so that it is useful on the 
ground.” 

19. To what extent do you agree with the following statement? “The Society’s current 
ways of engaging members in the latest trends and issues in forestry are effective.” 

20. Have you seen the national SAF strategic plan? 

 
Communication to support SAF goals

Little or no 
contribution

Low contribution
Moderate 

contribution
High contribution

Preposting of Council agendas and meeting materials nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Opportunities to submit feedback through the SAF 
website

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

More local meetings nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Online forums with National staff nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Online forums with National leadership nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Attendance by National leadership at State society 
meetings

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

More frequent email nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Conference calls with National staff nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Conference calls with National leadership nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Increased use of social media nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Attendance by National staff at State society meetings nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Strongly disagree Disagree Neither disagree nor agree Agree Strongly agree

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Strongly disagree Disagree Neither disagree nor agree Agree Strongly agree

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Never heard of them
 

nmlkj

Vaguely aware
 

nmlkj

Somewhat aware
 

nmlkj

Very aware
 

nmlkj

No
 

nmlkj

Yes
 

nmlkj



21. To what extent do you agree with the following statement? “The national strategic plan 
provides useful direction for SAF.” 

Strongly disagree Disagree
Neither disagree nor 

agree
Agree Strongly agree N/A

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

 



22. Based on your leadership roles in SAF in the past two years, indicate to what extent 
you agree with the following statement: “Committee, State Society and Working Group 
members are able to readily communicate among themselves using the COMMUNICATION 
TECHNOLOGIES below to support their work on behalf of the Society.” 
[select 'N/A’ if you have no experience with the communication mode in SAF]  
 
[SKIP THIS QUESTION if you have NOT played a leadership role in the Society in the past 2 
years]

23. How do you communicate within SAF?  
[please restrict your answers to SAFrelated activities only] 

 
Communication methods

Strongly disagree Disagree Agree Strongly agree N/A

Emails nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

National website nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Online meetings nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Teleconferences nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Facebook nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

LinkedIn nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Subnational SAF websites nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Often Sometimes Never

Twitter nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Email nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Online meetings nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Email contact lists nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

At state or chapter meetings nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

At national meetings nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Facebook nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Online chat nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Telephone conference calls nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj



24. Which of these communication formats do you think has great potential to improve 
SAF internal communications in support of the SAF mission and vision?  
[select as many as apply]  
[select ‘Need to learn’ if you are unsure and/or want to know more] 
[leave the line blank if neither answer choice applies] 

25. Overall, have you found SAF’s systems for archiving and retrieving information (e.g. 
minutes, newsletter, contact information) to be adequate for your needs?  
[select ‘N/A’ if you have no experience with this type of information] 

Has great potential Unsure/want to learn more

Online meetings nmlkj nmlkj

At national meetings nmlkj nmlkj

Email contact lists nmlkj nmlkj

Online chat nmlkj nmlkj

Email nmlkj nmlkj

Facebook nmlkj nmlkj

Twitter nmlkj nmlkj

Telephone conference 
calls

nmlkj nmlkj

At state or chapter 
meetings

nmlkj nmlkj

Adequate Indadequate N/A

Meeting minutes nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Financial information nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Membership nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Newsletters nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Upcoming programs nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Forest science & 
management

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Forest policy nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

 



26. Do you have any additional comments you’d like to make about SAF internal 
communications?

 

Thank you very much for taking time to help us have a better understanding of the effectiveness of SAF internal communications. We will be 
reporting on our findings later this year.  
 
– the SAF Communications Committee 

 
Final thoughts
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Appendix B 

Summary of open-ended responses to Survey Question 26.  
Compiled by Jim Culbert, SAF Communications Committee Chair 2013 

The internal communications survey included the opportunity for respondents to provide additional 
comments.  These 358 comments have now been reviewed and categorized according to their 
focus.  What follows is a summary of those comments.   
 
The overall sense conveyed by these comments is that SAF members are a diverse lot.  Our diversity of 
ages, positions, backgrounds, locations, and stages in life all lead to viewpoints molded by those 
experiences.  Based upon this, several groups of members can be categorized, each of which has 
interests and needs somewhat in common with the group, but not so common with other groups.  For 
example, one group of members are those now retired, who often reported that they are no longer 
closely engaged in SAF.  Another group of members are our practicing field foresters, many of whom 
expressed dismay at not being better represented by SAF.  The fact that these groups exist suggests that 
SAF has some significant communications challenges.  Also, there seem to be some large gaps between 
those who attend national and state meetings, and those who do not or cannot. 
 
Communications content—Because the survey focused on internal communications, most of the 
comments kept to that subject.  Under the topic of communications content, the one thing most often 
expressed by members was that SAF communications are losing relevancy, and do not serve the needs 
of many practicing foresters.  Several suggestions on subjects of interest to these members were made, 
most of which can be categorized as practical forest management.  In contrast, other members 
responded that communications were focused too much on domestic forestry subjects, which were of 
little relevance to the broader interests of environmental scientists or those working in the international 
arena.  [This has relevance to the SAF crossroads discussion, found below.  JC]  Other aspects of 
communications content were also mentioned, including that there is a disconnect between the 
national leadership and members, and also that communications need to be made more 
personal.  Going beyond the subject matter, many expressed the concern that SAF communications do 
not convey what SAF is doing and why SAF membership is important to non-member colleagues, 
suggesting that SAF has failed to engage the current generation of practicing foresters.  Some positive 
suggestions were also made, including requests for more emphasis on subjects concerning what is on 
the horizon that may affect the practice of forestry, such as federal and state funding and the effects of 
climate change.  Another member pointed out that non-member peers rely on various forestry 
associations more than on SAF to get the information they need, so perhaps this is a call for SAF to make 
better linkages with those associations. 
 
Communication methods—Going hand-in-hand with communications content is the topic of 
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communications methods.  By far, this is the area that received the most member comments.  Many 
members like the various SAF publications and newsletters, but there are some who do not.  Some 
concern was expressed about the consolidation of the regional science journals into Forest 
Science.  [See the announcement in the July 2013 Forestry Source and also the interview with the Editor 
of Forest Science in the Oct issue.  JC].  There seems to be widespread satisfaction with the Forestry 
Source and eForester, but not so much with the Journal of Forestry, which is perceived by many as too 
research-oriented and academic, and of little value to the practicing forester.   

The SAF website received the most comments of all, and almost all members who commented said that 
it is not useful, hard to navigate, reported that items such as membership lists cannot be found, and that 
online use for membership renewals, CF education tracking, convention registration, etc. do not work 
for some members.  This is the one specific place where SAF must commit to making immediate 
improvements for the long-term benefit of SAF communications and member satisfaction.  [SAF has set 
up a beta search site at: http://search.safnet.org/SAF/ that works better for searches.  It needs much 
more publicity. JC]. However, website improvements will not be successful if they are only made by a 
contractor working behind the scenes, as has been the practice in the past.  The membership must be 
included in the review and testing of any improvements before they are implemented.  In addition to 
improving the national website, there is also an evident need for providing support to states and 
chapters for enhancing local websites.   

Another aspect of communications methods is that, while many members like email and other direct 
personal communications, they are getting too many emails and are suffering from information 
overload.  This results in members not looking at what is received, so that they can focus on their work 
and on-the-ground responsibilities.  Realizing this suggests that SAF needs to do a better job of limiting 
communications, and maximizing their relevance.  Finally, there is a generation gap in SAF regarding the 
use of social media.  While many already embrace Twitter, Linkedin, Facebook, etc., other members do 
not and will not.  Any reliance on social media exclusively will continue to miss many members, and 
alienate some of them.  Even so, SAF remains behind the times on technology use according to several 
members.  Most meetings are only held in person.  Conference calls are not being used to their full 
potential.  SAF has arranged for a national webinar service using Fuze, but it has only been used a couple 
of times.  Much more must be done to promote these technologies to bring SAF members together. 
 
Communication processes—The next topic covers communications processes.  From the comments 
received, SAF has continuing problems that are not being addressed.  Several members do not like the 
fact that they cannot reach national staff by phone, and are put off by the automated answering 
service.  Leaving messages sometimes go unanswered by the national staff.  Sending emails to the 
national staff also go unanswered.  There is nothing that demonstrates a poor organization more than 
the failure to respond to member contacts, and doing so in a timely manner.  Another member concern 
is with the way communications are handled.  The national member database often is unable to provide 
correct information, and when things go wrong members often don't hear from anyone in SAF for 
periods of time.  This has caused many local units to create their own contact lists.  However, 
oftentimes, the local contact lists are also incorrect, or go out of date without continual upkeep, so their 
use is little improvement.  This must be fixed if SAF wants to improve internal communications. 
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Where and how to connect - Of course, the open survey question also elicited many responses 
concerned with other aspects of SAF operations.  Many members expressed frustration at their inability 
to attend SAF meetings, held at all levels of the organization, due to members' remoteness, members' 
health, the expense, or the press of other personal, educational, or work-related business.  This fact 
immediately suggests that SAF needs to find ways at all levels to be more inclusive of the full 
membership.  One way this could be done is to record video of certain events or offer sessions live via a 
webinar.  Another aspect is that to some, the current SAF organization of having national, state/multi-
state, division, and chapter levels of organization overlaid by voting Districts is overly cumbersome, and 
too much for an organization of our current size.  More and more, members are reporting that Chapters 
are becoming inactive, and members are not stepping up to fill the gaps in leadership.  Unfortunately, it 
is at the chapter level where most members feel the most welcome, and get the most from SAF.  SAF 
needs to do much more to support its chapters, and should consider possibly reducing the number of 
levels of the organization in order to reduce organizational needs that do not directly serve the 
chapters.  One member made an interesting organizational point - why does SAF continue to refer to 
voting districts by number, that hardly anyone can associate with?  It would be better if these were 
renamed by state or region, so that members would immediately know which District represented 
them.  This would be a simple way to improve communications between the national leadership and 
members.   
 
Membership—Membership was also a focus in these non-communications-related comments.  Many 
mentioned that there is little reason to remain a member.  The main reasons that they do still remain 
are access to the regional journals, the eForester, the Journal of Forestry, the post-graduation dues 
reduction, State Society meetings, and the Certified Forester credential.  Perhaps more effort needs to 
be focused on explaining the other organizational benefits of membership that are not directly linked to 
the individual member.  This would help with those members who still say they don't see the benefits of 
membership or don't see SAF's relevance.  Another important aspect that should be promoted is not 
what members receive from SAF, but what members can contribute to SAF.  Membership dues were 
also mentioned by some.  A couple of suggestions worth considering are to allow periodic partial 
payments towards full membership dues each year, and sending an annual notice to Golden Members 
informing them of the options for renewing a subscription to the Journal of Forestry as well as making a 
voluntary contribution to SAF.  Some Golden Members are saying they feel left out, and are not getting 
SAF communications.  Finally, some members expressed interest in getting involved on national 
committees or working groups, but have not been able to get connected or don't know the proper 
channels.  More needs to be done by these groups to be more inclusive to interested members. 
 
Professional development—There were several comments made about the Certified Forester credential 
and the continuing education requirements.  Some members commented that the process of keeping 
track of courses and credits is burdensome, and particularly difficult via the website.  Other members 
made suggestions to make professional development webinars available, perhaps in collaboration with 
already existing forestry extension webinars.  Others suggested looking at the International Society of 
Arboriculture's mix of science and practical field educational opportunities, in addition to a request for 
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more leadership development training, communications skills, and use of technology.  One member 
asked that a questionnaire for credit be developed for the Forestry Source, similar to what is done for 
the Journal of Forestry.  Another suggested there may be opportunities to link the CF credential to state 
registration and licensing requirements.  The Certification Review Board ought to take a look at these 
suggestions.  
 
Future—Comments regarding the future of SAF.  Several members mentioned directly or indirectly that 
SAF is at a crossroads, and needs to commit definitively to one direction or the other.  It can either 
declare that it will fully re-commit to supporting traditional forestry, or that it will embrace an expansion 
of its membership base by trying to represent other natural resources.  No one seems to think that SAF 
can do both.  Either way, members are going to be alienated.  Communications will play a big role in 
explaining what SAF's decision will be, and how it will be implemented.  [Related action on this subject is 
being taken by the Task Force on Membership and Credentialing.  Their Oct 2013 draft report was 
recently submitted to Council.  JC] 
 
Recruiting members—Implementing an effective strategy for the recruitment and retention of members 
seemed to run through many of the comments received.  Improving on this strategy is paramount for 
SAF if it is to remain viable.  Members clearly realize this, but it still does not get the attention it 
deserves.  Although SAF leadership has a clear role that it must play, this membership challenge really 
will require an expanded commitment from each and every member to be successful.   
 
Leaders engaging with members—SAF would also be more successful if its leadership at all levels 
focused on engaging its members.  Two groups of members that seem to be untapped resources are 
retired members and past leaders.  Also, too often, new members are ignored, and leaders do not 
delegate nor utilize members' time and talents.  Tied to this is that members are expressing frustration 
in not being able to find ways to participate in organizational decision making, and also that it is rare 
when member input is requested before national-level decisions are made.  Examples mentioned 
include the recent branding exercise, the decision to accredit a natural resources program of study, and 
the decision to eliminate the regional science journals.  Some members who have left SAF feel that all 
they were needed for was to pay dues.  Others mentioned that they no longer get information about 
what working groups or doing, while others suggested it would be nice to read periodic reports on the 
activities of national committees.  Obviously, more communications from these groups is needed.  The 
key to achieving effective communication is through active engagement of all members. 
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Appendix C 

Metadata for SAF Survey Data Files 

20 January 2014 

Judy Soule and Ken Vance-Borland, the Conservation Planning Institute 

judysoule@gmail.com   

The survey data and report were delivered to the interim CEO, Louise Murgia, and the 2013 
Communications Committee chair Jim Culbert as a compressed file named SAF_Deliverables.zip. The top 
folder in this dataset is named ‘SAF_Deliverables’ and contains the metadata document called 
‘00_README_SAFSurvey.docx’ which states:  

This file contains the data, report and PowerPoint presentation created from the SAF Internal 
Communications Survey conducted in September 2013.  The data are provided in Excel spreadsheets 
and PDFs produced by the survey tool, Survey Monkey. Versions of spreadsheets are provided that show 
cross analysis of two questions (NameX___) or subsets of data.   Working spreadsheets that include the 
figures used in the report are provided.  See the 00_README metadata file in each folder for description 
of contents.   

This folder contains 6 folders and 2 files: 

Data_All_ActualAnswers – folder with files of original survey data, all questions, all answers, 
displaying the actual response answer choices.  Data was used for some cross-question analysis and for 
subdividing data into groups not provided by summary data.   

Data_All_Summary – folder with the summary data (produced by Survey Monkey) for all 
questions for the survey. Contains clean file, zip file, PDF and working copy. The working copy has 
additional analyses and tables and figures used throughout the Report.  

QuestionsXAge – folder containing source data used to examine differences among age classes for 
various survey questions.   

QuestionsXLeadership - folder contains source data used to examine differences among leadership 
roles for various survey roles questions. 

QuestionsXSectors  - folder containing source data used to examine differences among sectors for 
various survey questions.   

QuestionsXSociety - folder contains the source data used to examine differences among 
State/Multistate societies for various survey questions.   

SAF Internal Communications Final Report_20140120.pdf – Report of findings from survey results. 

SAF Internal Communications_20140120.pptx – PowerPoint presentation of findings of survey results. 
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